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Abstract

Nearshore circulation and shoreline setup are forced through the wave radiation stress, which is a function of the frequency-

directional wave spectrum. The radiation stress components often are approximated by assuming a spectrum that is narrow-band

in frequency and direction. These narrow-band approximations overestimate the true radiation stress components in 8-m water

depth on the Outer Banks, NC where locally generated (broad in frequency and direction) sea conditions are prevalent. Using

the empirical Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, frequency-spread is shown not to be the cause of this overestimation. Analytic

expressions derived by Battjes [J. Mar. Res. 30 (1972) 56], for the ratio of true to narrow-band approximated radiation stress,

which depend only on the directional spread, are compared to field data. The observed ratio of true to narrow-band

approximated radiation stress is a strong function of the observed bulk (energy-weighted) directional spread, and closely

follows the analytic expressions. Thus the narrow-band radiation stresses approximation can be augmented with a directional-

spread dependence. These results are expected to apply to other geographic areas where waves are often locally generated.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Wave radiation stress gradients drive alongshore

currents in the surf zone and lead to shoreline setup

(Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1964; Bowen et al.,

1968; Longuet-Higgins, 1970). Accurate offshore

estimates of the radiation stress components Sxy and

Sxx are required in alongshore current and setup

models, respectively. The off-diagonal component
0378-3839/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Sxy in a directionally spread and frequency-spread

(i.e., random) wave field is, according to linear theory

(Battjes, 1972) (hereinafter S(tr)xy),

Sxy ¼
Z l

0

Z p

�p
Eð f ; hÞ cgð f Þ

cð f Þ sinðhÞ cosðhÞ dhdf ; ð1Þ

where E( f, h) is the frequency-directional ( f� h)
energy spectrum, and cg( f ) and c( f ) are the frequency

dependent group and phase velocities, respectively.

For a monochromatic (single frequency) and unidirec-
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tional (single wave angle) plane wave of height H,

Eq. (1) reduces to

Sxy ¼
1

8
qgH2 cg

c
sinh cosh; ð2Þ

where q is the water density, g is gravity, and cg and c

are evaluated at the monochromatic wave frequency.

For simplicity, alongshore current models that

incorporate random waves (e.g., Church and Thorn-

ton, 1993; Ruessink et al., 2001) often assume that

the wave spectrum is narrow banded in both frequen-

cy and direction, resulting in an approximation for

S (nb)
xy similar to Eq. (2) (hereinafter S (nb)

xy ),

SðnbÞxy ¼ 1

8
qgH2

rms

cgð f̄ Þ
cð f̄ Þ

sinh̄ cosh̄; ð3Þ

where cg and c are evaluated at the peak or mean

(energy-weighted) wave frequency f̄ and h̄ is a peak or

mean (energy-weighted) wave angle. The S (nb)
xy formu-

lation (Eq. (3)) is appealing because it depends on a

few components of the wave field.

The effect of directional spread on the radiation

stress has been considered previously and mathemat-

ical expressions for corrections to the narrow-band

approximations have been derived (Battjes, 1972).

Using parameterized E( f, h), Battjes (1972) showed

that the narrow-band approximation can result in

significant error in estimating Sxy. Indeed, in 8-m

water depth at Duck, NC, the S (nb)
xy was consistently

60% larger than S (tr)
xy (Appendix A, Ruessink et al.,

2001), which was suggested to result from directional

spread of the wave field, but was not quantified. As

discussed by Battjes (1972), errors in offshore Sxy will

result in modeled alongshore current errors or, when

fitting a model to observations, in biased alongshore

current model parameters such as the drag coefficient.

The radiation stress component Sxx drives shoreline

setup, and in a frequency- and directionally spread

wave field, according to linear theory (Battjes, 1972),

is (hereinafter S (tr)
xx )

Sxx ¼
Z l

0

Z p

�p
Eð f ; hÞ

� cgð f Þ
cð f Þ ðcos2ðhÞ þ 1Þ � 1

2

� �
dhdf : ð4Þ
Similar to Sxy, the narrow-band in frequency and

direction approximation to Eq. (4) is (hereinafter

S (nb)
xx )

SðnbÞxx ¼ 1

8
qgH2

rms

cgð f̄ Þ
cð f̄ Þ

ðcos2ðh̄Þ þ 1Þ � 1

2

" #
: ð5Þ

This S (nb)
xx or other simplifications (e.g., zero direc-

tional-spread, shallow-water, and h̄= 0) often are used

in studies of the cross-shore momentum (i.e., setup)

balances (e.g., Guza and Thornton, 1981; Nielsen,

1988; King et al., 1990; Lentz and Raubenheimer,

1999; Lentz et al., 1999; Raubenheimer et al., 2001).

As discussed by Battjes (1972), the narrow-band S (nb)
xx

may over- or underestimate the true S (tr)
xx, resulting

in over- or underestimated setup. Although, it is

noted that Raubenheimer et al. (2001) found small

differences in setup predictions using S (tr)
xx or S (nb)

xx.

In principle a directional wave buoy or current-

meter provides the information required to estimate

S (tr)
xy and S (tr)

xx (e.g., Longuet-Higgins et al., 1963;

Higgins et al., 1981; Elgar et al., 1994), although

this capability is not always utilized. Here, the true

and narrow-band Sxy and Sxx formulations are exam-

ined. In 8-m water depth, the narrow-band S (nb)
xy and

S (nb)
xx are consistently larger (by 60% and 16%,

respectively) than the true S (tr)
xy and S (tr)

xx. The break-

down of the narrow-band approximation is examined

by separately studying the effects of frequency and

directional spread. Using an empirical frequency

spectrum, the effect of frequency spread is shown

to be small and unlikely to explain the error in the

narrow-band approximation. Assuming zero frequen-

cy-spread and symmetric directional spectra, analytic

expressions (Battjes, 1972) for the S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy and

S (tr)
xx /S

(nb)
xx ratios are functions of the directional

spread. The observed ratios are strong functions of

the observed directional spread and the analytic

expressions reproduce this dependence, demonstrat-

ing that the true S (tr)
xy and S (tr)

xx can be accurately

parameterized by augmenting the S (nb)
xy and S (nb)

xx rep-

resentations with a directional-spread dependence.
2. Observations

Wave observations were taken near Duck, NC on

the northern part of the Outer Banks in the mid-



Fig. 1. (a) Duck94 and (b) SandyDuck true S (tr)
xy /q vs. narrow-band

S (nb)
xy /q. The dashed line is the one-to-one relationship. The

correlation for both is r = 0.98 and the best-fit slopes (solid lines)

are both 0.63. Positive Sxy corresponds to waves from the north.
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Atlantic Bight with a pressure sensor array in 8-m

water depth (Long, 1996) maintained by the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers Field Research Facility

during the Duck94 (August–October 1994) and the

SandyDuck (August–November 1997) field experi-

ments. Hourly S (tr)
xy and S (tr)

xx were calculated using a

moment-estimation technique (Elgar et al., 1994),

and hourly rms wave height Hrms, bulk (energy-

weighted) mean angle h̄, and frequency f̄ (Appendix

A) were used to the calculate narrow-band approx-

imations S (nb)
xy (Eq. (3)) and S (nb)

xx (Eq. (5)). Addition-

ally, bulk (energy-weighted) directional spread r̄ *h
(Eq. (A2)) (Kuik et al., 1988) was calculated (Ap-

pendix A). A total of 2202 and 2635 hourly estimates

were collected for Duck94 and SandyDuck, respec-

tively. A wide range of wave conditions occurred in

8-m water depth (Table 1), with the average condi-

tion being a locally generated sea typical of the mid-

Atlantic Bight.

As noted by Ruessink et al. (2001) for Duck94,

during both experiments the S (tr)
xy and S (nb)

xy estimates

are correlated (r = 0.98), but the narrow-band S (nb)
xy is

consistently larger than the true S (tr)
xy \(Fig. 1a and b).

The best-fit slopes (0.63) are nearly identical for the

two experiments, and indicate a systematic 60%

overestimation of Sxy by using S (nb)
xy . This overesti-

mation with the narrow-band approximation applies

also to Sxx (Fig. 2). The Duck94 and SandyDuck

true S (tr)
xx and narrow-band S (nb)

xx are correlated

(r = 0.99), but the narrow-band S (nb)
xx is consistently

larger than S (tr)
xx with similar best-fit slopes (Duck94:

0.86 and SandyDuck: 0.89). Use of the narrow-band

S (nb)
xx would result in overpredicted modeled shoreline

setup.

Thornton and Guza (1986) recognized the po-

tential error in using S (nb)
xy . They drove an along-

shore current model with an Sxy conserving wave

angle ĥ (Higgins et al., 1981) defined so that, in
Table 1

Combined Duck94 and SandyDuck hourly wave statistics in 8-m

water depth

Hrms (m) f̄ (Hz) Ah̄A (deg) r̄*h (deg)

Mean 0.58 0.15 16 23

Standard deviation 0.39 0.03 11 4

Maximum 2.88 0.25 58 45

Minimum 0.12 0.08 0 13
9-m water depth at a beach near Santa Barbara,

CA,

1

8
qgH2

rms

cgð f̄ Þ
cð f̄ Þ

sinĥ cosĥ ¼ SðtrÞxy ;

where the peak frequency of the spectrum was used for

f̄ and S (tr)
xy was calculated with an array of pressure

sensors. Small differences (0.2–2.7j) were found

between ĥ and the mean angle at the peak frequency

(analogous to h̄). Perhaps this agreement led to a more

general adoption of the narrow-band S (nb)
xy approxima-

tion (Eq. (3)). However, Thornton and Guza (1986)

observed very long period ocean swell, and thus the

narrow-band (for both f and h) approximations were



Fig. 2. (a) Duck94 and (b) SandyDuck true S (tr)
xx /q vs. narrow-band

S (nb)
xx /q. The dashed line is the one-to-one relationship. The

correlation for both is r = 0.99 and the best-fit slopes (solid lines)

are 0.86 and 0.89, respectively.
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likely satisfied. In contrast, the Duck wave field is

often locally generated, with a broad frequency-direc-

tional spectrum, resulting in typical 10–20j differ-

ences between h̄ and ĥ (not shown). Analogous

differences occur with an Sxx conserving angle.
3. Radiation stress parameterizations

The breakdown of the narrow-band approximation

is examined by considering a separable frequency-

directional spectrum, i.e.,

Eð f ; hÞ ¼ Fð f ÞDðh � h̄Þ; ð6Þ
whereD(h� h̄) is normalized so that
R p
�p Dðh � h̄Þdh ¼

1 and
Rl
0

Fð f Þdf ¼ E0 where E0 is the total wave

energy (i.e., E0 = qgH2
rms/8). Although real oceanic

E( f, h) are rarely separable, this provides a spring-

board to examine separately the effects of frequency-

spread and directional-spread on Sxy and Sxx. With

Eq. (6), the expressions for S (tr)
xy and S (tr)

xx become,

SðtrÞxy ¼
Z l

0

Fð f Þ cgð f Þ
cð f Þ df

�
Z p

�p
Dðh � h̄ÞsinðhÞ cosðhÞ dh ð7aÞ

SðtrÞxx ¼
Z l

0

Fð f Þ cgð f Þ
cð f Þ df

� 1þ
Z p

�p
Dðh � h̄Þ cos2ðhÞdh

� �

� 1

2
E0: ð7bÞ

3.1. Frequency spread

Frequency-spread results in variable cg/c which in

intermediate water depths could potentially affect the

radiation stress. For example, in 8-m water depth, cg/c

spans 0.66–0.95 over the frequency range 0.07–

0.2 Hz. To isolate frequency spread effects, consider

a narrow-banded directional spectrum E( f, h) =
F( f )d(h� h̄ ) where d is a Dirac delta function. The

expressions for S (tr)
xy (Eq. (7a)) and S (tr)

xx (Eq. (7b))

become

SðtrÞxy ¼
Z l

0

Fðf Þ cgð f Þ
cð f Þ df � sinðh̄Þ cosðh̄Þ;

SðtrÞxx ¼
Z l

0

Fð f Þ cgð f Þ
cð f Þ df � ½1þ cos2ðh̄Þ� � 1

2
E0:

The amount the frequency-spread contributes to error

in S (nb)
xy and S (nb)

xx is given by the ratios

S
ðtrÞ
xy

S
ðnbÞ
xy

¼

Z l

0

Fðf Þ cgð f Þ
cð f Þ df

E0

cgð f̄ Þ
cð f̄ Þ

; ð8aÞ



1 Kuik et al. (1988) defines two directional spreads: rh*
2 ¼R p

�p sin
2ðhVÞDðhVÞdhV and r2

h ¼ 4
R p
�p sin

2ðhV=2ÞDðhVÞdhV.
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S
ðtrÞ
xx

S
ðnbÞ
xx

¼

Z l

0

Fð f Þ cgð f Þ
cð f Þ df � ½1þ cos2ð�̄Þ� � 1

2
E0

E0

cgð f̄ Þ
cð f̄ Þ

ð1þ cos2ð�̄ÞÞ � 1

2

" # :

ð8bÞ

Although the possible permutations of oceanic F( f )

are limitless, for analysis purposes a Pierson and

Moskowitz (1964, hereinafter PM) spectrum is

considered

FPMð f Þ ¼
ag2f �5

ð2pÞ4
exp � 5

4

f

fp

� ��4
" #

where fp is the peak frequency, g represents gravity,

and a sets the total wave energy. Note that there is a

difference between the peak frequency fp and the

energy-weighted mean frequency f̄ ( f̄ = 1.251/4C(3/
4)fpc 1.3fp). Although the PM spectrum is intended

for deep-water waves, it is not much different from

empirical finite-depth spectral forms (e.g., Bouws et

al., 1985), and is useful because it has one free

parameter fp. The S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy and S (tr)

xx /S
(nb)
xx ratios (Eqs.

(8a) and (8b)) with the PM spectrum are efficiently

numerically integrated (Abramowitz and Stegun,

1965) and are functions soley of f̄.

3.2. Directional spread

In examining the effects of directional spread,

the analysis of Battjes (1972) is followed. With

frequency spectrum F( f ) =E0d( f� f̄ ) and symmet-

ric D(h� h̄), The expression for S (tr)
xy (Eq. (7a))

becomes (with hV= h� h̄)

SðtrÞxy ¼ E0

cgð f̄ Þ
cð f̄ Þ

sinðh̄Þ cosðh̄Þ
Z p

�p
DðhVÞ cosð2hVÞdhV:|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

R

The theta-integral R is the ratio S (tr)
xy/S

(nb)
xy which is

V 1, and using circular moment definitions reduces

to (Battjes, 1972)

S
ðtrÞ
xy

S
ðnbÞ
xy

¼ 1� 2rh*
2; ð9Þ
where r*h is the directional-spread
1 (Kuik et al., 1988).

The expression for S (tr)
xx (Eq. (7b)) becomes

SðtrÞxx ¼E0

cgð f̄ Þ
cð f̄ Þ

1þ
Z p

�p
Dðh � h̄Þ cos2ðhÞdh|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

S

0
BB@

1
CCA� 1

2

2
664

3
775

ð10Þ

The theta integral S in Eq. (10) reduces toZ p

�p
Dðh � h̄Þ cos2ðhÞdh

¼ cos2ðh̄Þ
Z p

�p
DðhVÞ cos2ðhVÞdhV

þ sin2ðh̄Þ
Z p

�p
DðhVÞ sin2ðhVÞdhV

¼ cos2ðh̄Þð1� rh*
2Þ þ sin2ðh̄Þrh*

2: ð11Þ

The second term in Eq. (11) is often negligible relative

to the first term. For example, with even large h̄ = 30j
and r*h = 30j values (Table 1), the second term is only

13% of the first. Neglecting the second term, the S (tr)
xx /

S (nb)
xx ratio becomes (analogous to the deep water result

in Battjes (1972))

S
ðtrÞ
xx

S
ðnbÞ
xx

¼
cg

c
½ð1� rh*

2Þ cos2 ðh̄Þ þ 1� � 1

2
cg

c
½cos2ðh̄Þ þ 1� � 1

2

;

and assuming small angles (cosh̄c 1) and shallow

water waves (cg/cc 1), the ratio reduces to

S
ðtrÞ
xx

S
ðnbÞ
xx

¼ 1� 2

3
rh*

2: ð12Þ
4. Results

Although oceanic E( f, h) are not in general separa-

ble and h symmetric, the combined Duck94 and

SandyDuck observed S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy and S (tr)

xx /S
(nb)
xx are ex-

amined to determine whether frequency or directional

spread can explain the systematic difference between



Fig. 3. Combined Duck94 and SandyDuck means (diamonds) and

standard deviations (vertical bars) of (a) S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy and (b) S (tr)

xx /

S (nb)
xx vs. mean frequency f̄. The dash-dot curves represent the

effects of frequency-spread (Eqs. (8a) and (8b)) using the Pierson

and Moskowitz (1964) spectrum. The horizontal dashed lines in

panels a and b represent the best fit slopes in Figs. 1 and 2,

respectively.
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the true and narrow-band radiation stress representa-

tions (Figs. 1 and 2). Both S (tr)
xx /S

(nb)
xy and S (tr)

xx /S
(nb)
xx are

binned as functions of the observed (Appendix A) f̄

and bulk (energy-weighted) r̄*h (Eq. (A2)) from which

means and standard deviations are calculated.

Binned observations are restricted (jS (nb)
xy jz 0.06

m3/s2 and jh̄jz 5j, and S (nb)
xx /qz 0.8 m3/s2) so that

ratios are not biased by dividing by exceedingly

small numbers. This corresponds to excluding cases

with very small waves that are not of typical interest.

Changing these restrictions does not change the

results. The integral expressions for S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy and

S (tr)
xx /S

(nb)
xx based solely on frequency-spread (Eqs. (8a)

and (8b)) using the PM spectrum are calculated with

8-m water depth and h̄ = 0. Varying the depth be-

tween 5 and 13 m and h̄ by 20j does not change the

ratios significantly. The analytic S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy and S (tr)

xx /S
(nb)
xx

S (nb)
xx based solely on directional spread (Eqs. 9 and

12) are calculated as a function of the bulk r̄*h.
The effects of frequency spread are examined first

(Fig. 3). The observed S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy means range between

0.55 and 0.8, with standard deviations about 0.15

(Fig. 3a). The observed S (tr)
xx /S

(nb)
xx means (between

0.85 and 0.95) do not strongly vary with f̄ (Fig.

3b). The PM based numerically integrated S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy

and S (tr)
xx /S

(nb)
xx are near 1 (dash-dot curves in Fig. 3),

and, in contrast to the observed ratios, increases

(slightly) with larger f̄. At f̄ >0.2 Hz, the PM based

numerically integrated maximum ratios are S (tr)
xy /

S (nb)
xy = 1.08 and S (tr)

xx /S
(nb)
xx = 1.15. Thus, for a PM

spectrum, frequency spread is unable to explain the

observed S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy and S (tr)

xx /S
(nb)
xx ratios, and although

the PM spectrum is by no means universal—partic-

ularly in intermediate depths, this strongly suggests

that frequency spread is not the cause of the observed

S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy and S (tr)

xx /S
(nb)
xx .

The effect of directional-spread are examined next

with the bulk (energy-weighted) r̄*h (Eq. (A2)) used in

the place of the single wave frequency r̄*h.
The S (tr)

xy /S
(nb)
xy and S (tr)

xx /S
(nb)
xx ratios both are

strong functions r̄*h (Fig. 4). The S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy binned

means range between 0.32 and 0.82 closely following

the analytical expression of Battjes (1972) (Eq. (9)).

Most binned standard deviations are V 0.1 (Fig. 4a)

indicating little scatter. At the mean r̄*h = 23j (Table 1)

the analytic S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy = 0.66, close to the best-fit

value of 0.63 (light dashed line in Fig. 4a). The

S (tr)
xx /S

(nb)
xx binned means range between 0.78 and 0.94
also closely following the analytic expression (Eq.

(12)), and have standard deviations V 0.06. The

observed best-fit slopes from Fig. 2 (0.86 and 0.89,

light dashed lines in Fig. 4b) intersect the analytic

curve within the observed r̄*h meanF one standard

deviation (23F 4j). This demonstrates that the ob-

served difference between the true and narrow-band

radiation stresses is due to directional spread of the

incident wave field, and shows that the true S (tr)
xy and

S (tr)
xx can be accurately parameterized given the bulk

wave parameters Hrms, f̄, h̄, and r̄*h.



Fig. 4. Combined Duck94 and SandyDuck means (diamonds) and

standard deviations (vertical bars) of (a) S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy and (b) S (tr)

xx /

S (nb)
xx vs. r̄*h. The dash-dot curves represent the analytic S (tr)

xy /S
(nb)
xy

and S (tr)
xx /S

(nb)
xx dependence of r̄*h (Eqs. (9) and (12)). The horizontal

dashed lines in panels a and b represent the best fit slopes in

Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
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The directional spread decreases due to refraction

as waves propagate toward shore. For zero frequency

spread and small directional spread, the cross-shore (x)

transformation of r̄*h due to Snell’s law is (Kinsman,

1965)

r̄

hðxÞ

r̄

hðx0Þ

¼ cðxÞ
cðx0Þ

cos½h̄ðx0Þ�
cos½h̄ðxÞ�

where x0 is an offshore location. Given the observed

mean f̄ = 0.15 Hz and h̄ = 16j (Table 1), the directional-
spread in 3-m water depth is still 2/3 the 8-m depth r̄*h.
Furthermore with wave-breaking, r̄*h can increase up

to 50% and reach values up to 30j (Herbers et al.,

1999). Thus, the results in 8-m depth appear to be

relevant in shallower water.
5. Summary

The narrow-band (in frequency and direction)

approximation to the radiation stress (S (nb)
xy and S (nb)

xx )

often is used in modeling the alongshore currents

and setup. However, in 8-m water depth at Duck,

NC the narrow-band approximated radiation stress

components are systematically larger than the true

radiation stress components (S (tr)
xy and S (tr)

xx ) based on

moments of the frequency-directional spectrum.

Clearly, the true radiation stress, which can be

estimated from a current meter or directional wave

buoy, should be used whenever possible. Use of the

narrow band radiation stress approximations will

result in biased alongshore current and shoreline

setup, or result in biased alongshore current model

parameters when fitting models to observations.

This difference between the narrow band and true

radiation stress is not the result of frequency-spread,

but is due to nonzero directional spread (Battjes,

1972).

Assuming a narrow-frequency, directionally sym-

metric frequency-directional spectrum leads to ana-

lytic expressions for the S (tr)
xy /S

(nb)
xy and S (tr)

xx /S
(nb)
xx ratios

that accurately describe the observed ratios with

the bulk r̄*h. While these results are presented for

only a single geographic location and one water

depth, observations total 7 months, and it is

expected that these results are valid for other geo-

graphic locations where the waves are often locally

generated.
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Appendix A. Definition of energy-weighted wave

statistics

The mean frequency f̄ is defined as

f̄ ¼

Z
ss

Z p

�p
f Eð f ; hÞdh dfZ

ss

Z p

�p
f Eð f ; hÞdh df

where the frequency integral is over the sea-swell (ss)

frequency band (0.044–0.3 Hz).

Directional moments, defined by Kuik et al. (1988)

at a single frequency, are generalized for the entire

sea-swell frequency band. With the lowest four

bulk Fourier directional-moments of E( f, h) (Longuet-
Higgins et al., 1963; Herbers et al., 1999),

a1 ¼

Z
ss

Z p

�p
cosðhÞEð f ; hÞdh dfZ

ss

Z p

�p
Eð f ; hÞdh df

;

b1 ¼

Z
ss

Z p

�p
sinðhÞEð f ; hÞdh dfZ

ss

Z p

�p
Eð f ; hÞdh df

;

a2 ¼

Z
ss

Z p

�p
cosð2hÞEð f ; hÞdh dfZ

ss

Z p

�p
Eð f ; hÞdh df

;

b2 ¼

Z
ss

Z p

�p
sinð2hÞEð f ; hÞdh dfZ

ss

Z p

�p
Eð f ; hÞdh df

:

the energy-weighted mean wave angle h̄ and direc-

tional spread r̄*h are defined as (Kuik et al., 1988),

h̄ ¼ arctanðb1=a1Þ;

ðr̄

hÞ

2 ¼ 1� a2 cosð2h̄Þ � b2 sinð2h̄Þ
2

¼

Z
ss

Z p

�p
sin2ðh � h̄ÞEð f ; hÞdh dfZ
ss

Z p

�p
Eð f ; hÞdh df

: ðA2Þ
Except for using h̄ = arctan(b2 / a2), the r̄*h definition

is that used by Herbers et al. (1999).
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